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Research Gaps and Objectives
 Domestic Hot Water (DHW) production account for about 25% of total energy
consumption in UK dwellings¹.
 There is not a clear evidence how tank size and load shifting methods influence
production of hot water and operation cost.

Objectives:
• Develop a model of domestic water heater system driven by high resolution
(1sec) hot water measured data.

• Investigate how tank size and load shifting strategies influence: delivery
temperature, power consumption heat loss and operation cost
• Introduce a notion of “service” that can be evaluated and used to compare
the performance of different systems along side more traditional metrics such
as cost, power and tank size.

Example of DHW system Modelled with TRNSYS

Design input parameters for simulated storage tank unit

Modelled DHW system with TRNSYS

Load Shifting Methods and Power Rate Charges
Load Shifting Methods (operation time
periods for heater elements)

Domestic power rate charges*

Temperature and Power Loads

Power consumption and Temerature

Temperature oscillations and power loads considering a tank storage 200(l) and four load shifting methods

Influence of Tank size and Load Shifting on HW service

Power consumption and Temerature

Hot water supply Temperature/service as function of tank size and load shifting methods

Hot Water Service for Different Tank Size and Load Shifting

In order to estimate the level of “service”
that hot water system provides, a
measurable metric is applied Φ given as:

Where: is the total volume of hot
water drawn where the temperature
at the outlet is at or above the
temperature threshold Φ and
the
is the total water draw-off
volume.

Comparison of hot water service considering a minimum
supply temperature T>45°C

Impact of tank size and load shifting on power and heat loss

Estimated Costs and Potential Reduction

 Estimated operation cost for each
load shifting method and tank size
calculated as based on defined power
price rates.

 Potential cost reductions (%) when
implementing: Peak Load Shifting;
Economy10 and Economy7
vs. No Load shifting (business as usual).

Summary of Findings
Hot Water Service
•

A dwelling that use about 140 l/day, with a tank volume of 300(l) and the Economy7 load
shifting method, can provided hot water service (T>45°C ) over 80% whilst the operational
cost reduces about 58% as compared with No Load Shifting.

•

Increasing the tank size from 200(l) to 300(l) the hot water service increase from 63% t0
91% depending on load shifting.

Power consumption
•

The reductions of power consumption range from 5% (Peak Load Shifting) up to 45%
(Economy7) compared to No Load Shifting method, however that is associated with
service of hot water provided.

Heat Loss
•

Increasing tank size from 100(l) to 500(l) the heat loss range from 5% to 17% depending
from tank size and load shifting.

Costs
•

Depending on tank size and load shifting methods, the potential reductions of operation
costs range from 13% to 73%.

Conclusions
•

The tank size and load shifting methods have a significant impact on: the hot water
service, power consumption, heat loss and operation cost.

•

A good hot water service can be provided whilst at the same time reducing the
operation costs by considering different load shifting and tank sizes.

•

Further research might be necessary to investigate how:
o different hot water demand profiles influence this findings and
o power consumed from other devices (and heating system) might influence the overall
dwelling power costs

•

It is demonstrated that optimal tank size and the service the system can provide
are very sensitive to load shifting strategy applied
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